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A driving force for the automotive industry

REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN

I am pleased to report that 2014, the centenary of the Retail Motor Industry Federation ( RMI ), was a year of excellent performance
across the board. Turnover was up by 8%, year over year, and with expenses closely controlled operating profit was over £1.4 million
better than the prior year. Although investment income declined, primarily because fixed income rates were weak in the general
economy on a cautiously invested investment portfolio, profit before tax moved strongly into the black after last year’s loss.
In 2014 all our Trade Associations reported surpluses and Remit, our joint venture training subsidiary, returned to profit after a loss
in 2013 caused by a significant bad debt. Operating Cash Flow was strong and net assets rose substantially due to the revaluation
of our London property along with capital gains on our investment portfolio.
With net assets exceeding £20 million at year end the Federation Balance Sheet has great strength which will be of material
significance if the UK economy weakens in the years ahead. Membership growth was strong with sites in the UK exceeding 8,000,
up 8% year over year. The Petrol Retailers (PRA ) and Independent Garages ( IGA ) showed considerable growth. Significant
investment was made in new products and services in all Associations during the year which has led to increasing demand from
businesses wishing to apply for membership of the RMI.
The new Constitution implemented in 2012 is now proving its worth. The funding of back office activities by investment property
and other income has allowed the Trade Associations to focus on front line services to the benefit of members resulting in a new
dynamism in customer relationships. This strategy will accelerate over the forthcoming years and will result in the RMI hopefully
encouraging other retail motor businesses to join a Federation which has a strong voice with Governments in both the UK and
Europe.
The RMI Pension Plan triennial valuation disclosed that the plan was properly funded with no major black holes threatening the
future of the company. The plan has been closed for some time but increasing life expectancy of plan members means that a close
watch will be maintained to ensure that adequate funding is in place at all times.
The excellent all round performance for the year is the result of a professional Board overseeing the activities of the RMI supported
by a competent and enthusiastic staff delivering outstanding achievements. I would like to thank all employees for the effectiveness
and effort which they have displayed in delivering a year to be celebrated.
The outlook for the RMI in 2015 remains positive despite uncertainty caused by the impending General Election. The UK economy is
forecast to grow which is good news for all sectors of the retail motor industry. Momentum generated by the Federation in 2014 will
continue in 2015 resulting in opportunities to drive the business forward. I am stepping down as Chairman on 30 June by which time
I will have spent nearly 4 years in the job. The RMI is in a strong position which I am confident will continue when Deputy Chairman
Peter Johnson takes up the position as Chairman on 1 July 2015.

A. Murray
Chairman
29 April 2015
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REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATIONS

INDEPENDENT GARAGE ASSOCIATION

The Independent Garage Association (IGA) works on behalf of its members to give independents power, influence, support
services and up-to-date information.
IGA members are involved in the service and repair and sale of motor vehicles.
• 2014 has seen the previously solid foundations strengthen with growth and membership rates reaching unprecedented levels.
• Natural evolution and a flexible approach have allowed the IGA’s communications strategy to adopt a more targeted stance. This
has resulted in a tenfold increase in member incoming communications and recorded member satisfaction at an all-time high.
• A number of successful IGA initiatives have taken place. These include:
- The Car Repair Plan, a savings scheme for consumers to ‘protect themselves from unexpected car repair costs’. Already
accepted at over 600 garages nationwide, consumers have peace of mind knowing that they can find a Car Repair Plan
member wherever they are in the UK and have the funds set aside to cover the cost of the repair.
- The Technical Training programme which goes from strength to strength with a new diagnostics course developed and
launched, and courses delivered to over 2,000 technicians this year.
- Member events saw record breaking attendances with over 1,000 garages attending.
• The profile of IGA has achieved great success in the press, on the radio and through industry magazines.
• IGA’s relationship with Government remains very strong with the Association becoming the first point of contact for the independent
sector.
• IGA’s presence in Brussels has allowed the opportunity to successfully defend many proposed changes in the EU Roadworthiness
Proposal and have frontline input into an EU commissioned survey on access to manufacturer technical information.
• Going forward, the IGA is working to change the consumer perception of the motor industry and work with Government, local
authorities and schools to encourage school leavers to consider the industry as a career path. The IGA’s dedicated Schools
Liaison Manager is working with garage owners to communicate that a career in the motor industry involves more than ‘a spanner
and oil can’.

REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATIONS

RMI STANDARDS AND CERTIFICATION

RMI Standards and Certification (RMISC) acts as a conduit to the RMI’s future quality standards facilitation across the motor
industry.
• The motor industry continues to strengthen its focus on quality service and consumer satisfaction. RMISC will provide a variety
of accredited standards across a wide range of industry needs.
• A number of successful RMISC initiatives have taken place. These include:
- Gaining UKAS accreditation against EN 45011:1998
- Achieving IMI Awards Centre status
- Working towards the IGA Trust My Garage code becoming recognised under the Trading Standards Institute code scheme.
• Going forward RMISC will be working towards the transition from EN45011:1998 to ISO/IEC 17065:2012 which will enable the
company to audit against the eagerly awaited Security standard which is due to become live in 2015.
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REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATIONS

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BODYSHOPS

The National Association of Bodyshops (NAB) represents the interests of accident repair centres and bodyshop facilities within the
UK. It provides a comprehensive package of quality information and services through a dedicated team of specialists.
• 2014 was a busy year for NAB and for the body repair sector at large. Throughout the year, as the voice of the sector, NAB were
heavily involved in the CMA’s Private Motor Insurance Investigation, ensuring that bodyshops views and concerns were taken into
consideration.
• NAB also represented its members on the BSI steering group for the development of the new British Standard for vehicle body
repair, BS10125, again seeking to ensure that members’ needs and more importantly concerns were voiced in order to make the
standard reflective of the needs of repairers.
• 2014 also saw us take up the mantra of ‘Treating Bodyshops Fairly’ highlighting the often strained relationships and dominance
of scales between those in control of the work supply and the repairers.
• Looking ahead, NAB will be seeking to ensure that the pointed issue of written off vehicles remains in the media. As vehicle
technology advances, skills, equipment, information and investment required to repair them correctly is also advancing. NAB have
grave concerns that the unrecorded sale and unregulated repair of written off vehicles, finding their way back onto our roads,
has the potential to put lives at risk.
• NAB is delighted to see that its sister company RMISC, will be offering certification to the new vehicle body repair standard
BS10125, in order to give repairer a choice and to introduce competition into the standards certification market.
• Delivering value to members comes in many guises, from the tangible saving and services NAB make available to them, to the
intangible support, advice and guidance.

REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATIONS

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MOTOR AUCTIONS

The National Association of Motor Auctions (NAMA) represents vehicle auctions in the UK. The UK motor auction sector sells
around 1.5 million vehicles per annum and NAMA represents 90% of these sales. Our members not only auction vehicles but offer
a number of complimentary services such as transportation, valeting and reconditioning to name a few.
• Monthly auction data reports for cars and light commercial vehicles. The reports give an insight for both members and their
customers on the health of the auction market. The reports each month look at auction conversion rates, prices and age and
mileage of auction sales.
• NAMA has developed a standardised vehicle grading scheme that allows customers to identify a vehicle’s condition in a consistent
manner. This is particularly beneficial for auction customers who are buying on-line. Currently the scheme has been adopted by
a number of NAMA members and will be rolled out to the remainder over the next 12 months.
• NAMA launched its grading appraiser training course with Stephenson College in November 2014. The course is for NAMA
members’ inspection staff and will help support the development of the grading scheme by ensuring consistency and standards
of grading are maintained.
• Liaise with industry stakeholders including trade associations and customers on issues that are of mutual benefit, such as auction
grading and clocking.
• Represents the interests of our members with Government on issues affecting the industry.
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REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATIONS

NATIONAL FRANCHISED DEALERS ASSOCIATION

The National Franchised Dealers Association (NFDA) represents franchised car and commercial vehicle dealers in the UK. Our
membership consists of major dealer groups, medium sized regional businesses and small family owned dealers. Our members
represent all the major car and commercial vehicle franchises and they offer a range of services to consumers including new and
used car sales, servicing and parts.
• Representing the interests of franchised dealers with UK and European Governments, vehicle manufacturers and other trade bodies.
• Have successfully lobbied the European Commission to look in-depth at the relationship between suppliers and dealers. This has
resulted in the European Commission looking to push through a Code of Practice for manufacturers and dealers which will
balance the relationship between them.
• Successfully campaigned with Government for some greater protection of dealers and have achieved the introduction of
Representative Actions which will be transferred into UK law within the Consumer Rights Act. This will allow the NFDA to take
action on behalf of its members on competition issues.
• Following the FCA’s market study into GAP insurance, the NFDA has been lobbying to ensure any remedies the FCA propose for
the market do not adversely affect NFDA members. So far we have succeeded in reducing a proposed ‘cooling off’ period from
30 days to 4.
• The NFDA Working Groups continue to work on key issues in the areas of used cars, aftersales, finance and insurance and HR
and training.
• The NFDA has been working with Government on used car issues and is heavily involved with the BIS/TSI Used Car Commission.
• NFDA Trusted Dealers continues to grow and develop as a used car sales portal for members.
• The NFDA Dealer Attitude Survey continues to be well received by dealers, manufacturers and the trade press. We have now
launched a more in-depth commentary report to sit alongside it and have restructured the survey questionnaire. The survey is
now available for response on-line.
• Campaigning for better regulation for dealer truck technicians regarding driver CPC regulations.
• Liaison with Government departments, including DVSA on issues involving Type Approval regulations, privatisation of truck testing
and closure of DVLA offices.
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REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATIONS

PETROL RETAILERS ASSOCIATION

The Petrol Retailers Association represents the interests of independent petrol retailers to Government,
oil companies and the general public.
• The PRA has continued to recruit successfully and now has 90% of the top 50 independent groups
in membership. In addition, recruitment continues of single site operators across the country.
Overall, site membership has increased from 500 to approximately 3,000 in 5 years.
• The PRA Chairman officially opened two sites in Yorkshire, both £2m developments of family
businesses confirming renewed confidence in the independent retail sector.
• As Government power continues to be devolved from Westminster, the PRA has established local committees in Northern Ireland
and Scotland. This enables better representation to the relevant Government or Assembly. PRA Forums and Roadshows are held
twice a year in these areas and Wales.
• During the past year, the PRA has been prominent in the media providing informed comment on issues important to the sector.
This has included fuel tax, forecourt theft, business rates, tobacco and alcohol legislation, duty point change and energy resilience
to name but a few.
• The PRA has run successful lobbying campaigns resulting in the deferrals of planned fuel duty rises and ultimately in the
Chancellor’s pledge to forego any increases during the term of the present Parliament. By direct intervention with the Economic
Secretary at the Treasury, the PRA ensured that the rates discount scheme launched by the Chancellor in his Autumn Statement
was available to petrol retailers with properties having a rateable Value (RV) of £50,000 or less. The discount was £1,000 per
property for 2014/15 and with further successful lobbying was increased to £1,500 for 2015/16. Most independent retailers will
qualify subject to EU regulations for the largest multi-site operators.
• The PRA has been fully engaged with HM Treasury extending the Phase 1 rural fuel duty rebate scheme that was launched with
retailers from 1 January 2013 and motorists two months later. The Phase 2 scheme has been approved by EU and should be rolled
out in Spring 2015 with 4 independent retailers in England qualifying.
• It is vital that the PRA communicates effectively with members and the forums have been altered to offer more interactive
participation. The e-newsletter has been reformatted and is emailed fortnightly. The Market Review 2015 has been warmly received
and the helpline has been used to greater effect.
REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATIONS

NATIONAL MOTORCYCLE DEALERS ASSOCIATION

The National Motorcycle Dealers Association (NMDA) represents the interests of members who sell all makes of new or used
motorcycles, service and repair them, carry out motorcycle MOT testing, sell retail parts clothing and accessories and promote
the highest standards to the public. The NMDA represents the interests of motorcycle dealers to the UK Government, motorcycle
manufacturers and other trade bodies such as the MCIA.
• The NMDA continues to liaise with government departments on issues including road safety, electric bike subsidies, bike security
and rider training.
• The NMDA had a successful recruitment stand at the Motorcycle EXPO trade show this January that received 16 enquiries for membership.
• A concerted effort is going into raising the profile of the NMDA in the industry and since this January, the NMDA has had 15
articles published in the press and trade media.
• The NMDA is collaborating more this year with the MCIA, having regular joint meetings with dealers and bike manufacturers to
work together to increase motorcycle sales.
• The NMDA has put additional resources into encouraging membership by using the services of a veteran motorcycle stalwart on a fixed
term 3 month contract, to more readily communicate the benefits of membership. This has increased membership by 6 dealerships.
• The NMDA has followed the lead of the NFDA and published an Aftersales and Used Motorcycles Standards.
• Our bi-annual ‘Motorcycle Dealer Attitude Survey’ is now recognised as the industry’s standard survey and since going online it
has increased its national participation to 40% of UK dealers.
• The NMDA now presents an annual trophy to the motorcycle manufacturer who it considers, via the dealer attitude survey results,
to be the ‘Most Listening and Supportive Manufacturer of the Year’. The award went to Yamaha in January 2015.
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STRATEGIC REPORT

The Directors present their Strategic Report
for the year ended 31st December 2014

Representative Actions which will be transferred into UK law within
the Consumer Rights Act. This will allow the NFDA to take action
on behalf of its members on competition issues.

Review of the business
As the main trade association for the Retail Motor Sector, the
business provides a comprehensive range of services that aim to
provide support and benefit to members. These include, lobbying,
representation, legal service and help line provision, technical
support, training and development and conciliation.

• Following the FCA’s market study into GAP insurance, the NFDA
have been lobbying to ensure any remedies the FCA propose for
the market do not adversely affect NFDA members. So far we have
succeeded in reducing a proposed ‘cooling off’ period from 30
days to 4.

The key financial performance indicators are those that demonstrate
financial stability and improvement in financial performance over
previous years. This in turn permits growth of our range of services.
The factors considered are; turnover, operating profit, cash,
investments and membership growth and retention levels.
The disparate nature of the Associations was addressed in 2012
and the Articles changed. The business is now in its third year
under these Articles and this gives each division the autonomy
to determine their service and growth strategy whilst retaining
the benefit of remaining within the Group. These changes have
allowed the Associations to retain and grow their subscriber base
whilst adding valuable services for members.
With profitable results, and reflecting the increase in the value
of our long leasehold property, retained reserves of the Group
increased by £5.82m with members’ funds standing at £24.2m.
During the year operating cash levels increased by £0.61m. Taking
into account capital expenditure and acquisition of investments
of £0.37m and returns on investments of £0.35m, there was an
overall increase in cash balances of £1.34m in the year. Cash and
investment balances grew by £1.2m to £16.2m and continue to
reflect a healthy capital position for the Group.
Group sales performance improved again in 2014. The Remit
group of businesses performed better in 2014. This resulted in a
Group retained profit of £0.26m (2013 - £0.34m loss).
Membership numbers increased to a high of over 8,807 in the year
and ended 680 (6%) higher than 2013. Some of the key areas of
activity that the RMI has been involved in during the year include:
IGA
• 2014 has seen the previously solid foundations strengthen with
growth and membership rates reaching unprecedented levels.
• Natural evolution and a flexible approach have allowed the IGA’s
communications strategy to adopt a more targeted stance. This has
resulted in a tenfold increase in member incoming communications
and recorded member satisfaction at an all-time high.
• Membership events are proving to be a significant attraction,
with over 1,000 garages attending in 2014.
• A number of successful IGA initiatives have taken place,
including The Car Repair Plan (a savings scheme for consumers),
The Technical Training programme (which has delivered courses
to over 2,000 technicians this year) and over 1,000 garages have
attended our member events.
• The profile of IGA has achieved great success in the press, on
the radio and through industry magazines with strong relationships
with both UK Government and Europe.
NFDA
• Have successfully lobbied the European Commission to look
in-depth at the relationship between suppliers and dealers. This
has resulted in the European Commission looking to push through
a Code of Practice for manufacturers and dealers which will
balance the relationship between them.
• Successfully campaigned with Government for some greater
protection of dealers and have achieved the introduction of

• The NFDA has been working with Government on used car issues
and is heavily involved with the BIS/TSi Used Car Commission.
PRA
• The PRA has continued to recruit successfully and now has 90%
of the top 50 independent groups in membership. In addition,
recruitment continues of single site operators across the country.
Overall, site membership has increased from 500 to approximately
3,000 in 5 years.
• The PRA Chairman officially opened two sites in Yorkshire, both
£2m developments of family businesses confirming renewed
confidence in the independent retail sector.
• As Government power continues to be devolved from Westminster,
the PRA has established local committees in Northern Ireland
and Scotland. This enables better representation to the relevant
Government or Assembly. PRA Forums and Roadshows are held
twice a year in these areas and Wales.
• During the past year, the PRA has been prominent in the media
providing informed comment on issues important to the sector.
This has included fuel tax, forecourt theft, business rates, tobacco
and alcohol legislation, duty point change and energy resilience
to name but a few.
• The sales performance of Big Oil Limited, acquired in 2007,
improved through the year and with the partnership agreement
with Vianet Fuel Services, Big Oil has delivered a small profit
through their market leading wetstock and fuel management
services for the sector.
201 Great Portland Street continues to deliver a sustainable
revenue flow for the Company with all prime space let.
In 2009, the Board re-evaluated its investment policy and took
professional advice to safeguard the accumulated funds. Having
reviewed our investment strategy the mix of corporate bonds and
fixed interest securities continues to provide a significant income
stream. Despite the continued poor interest rate levels the RMI’s
portfolio again performed well. Investment income and improved
capital and unrealised gains gave an aggregate return of 3%.
Principal risks and uncertainties
The Board continues to consider that the principal risks to the
business will be associated with a lack of growth in the UK
economy and the pressures that this will exert on our members’
businesses. In Remit the key risk is that of Government funding
and the uncertainty created by changes projected in the structure
of future schemes. The commitment of the main political parties to
continue to adequately fund training in the post sixteen and adult
markets is imperative to our industry.
By order of the board

K.J. Briggs
Secretary
Date: 29 April 2015
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS

The Directors present their Report and Financial
Statements for the year ended 31st December 2014
The Retail Motor Industry Federation Limited (RMI) is a trade
association representing the interests of the retail motor trade in
the United Kingdom. The Federation also represents its members’
interests in the European Union and internationally. Within our
core services we continue to work with our membership to
develop a better regulation post Block Exemption increasing our
profile significantly in Europe. We strongly support the industry
initiative in implementing an industry code allowing access to
conciliation and consumer help line services.
RMI owns 51% of the issued share capital of Retail Motor
Industry Training Limited (‘Remit’) which provides national multisector apprenticeships and adult learning training. RMI owns
100% of the issued share capital of Big Oil Limited which
provides on-line pricing information for the petrol retail market
and 100% of RMI SC Limited, which provides certification
services to the motor industry.
The National Franchised Dealer Association Limited (‘NFDA’),
a 100% subsidiary, holds a controlling stake of 58.7% of the
voting shares in Trusted Dealers Limited.
RMI indirectly owns 26% of the equity voting shares of Remit
Resourcing Limited which provides consultancy and outsource
services to the automotive sector.
The financial statements have been consolidated to include the
subsidiaries.
During 2013, the company reported that it had been subjected
to a fraud. The company has recovered all but a small amount
from this event in the form of the insurance excess and minor
investigative costs.
Future Developments
The Board will look to develop the businesses to meet the
changing needs of our members and customers. This will be
both organically and, if appropriate, by acquisition.
Employee Involvement
The company policy is to ensure that the employees are
provided, through meetings and bulletins, with all relevant
information concerning company performance and any other
issues of concern.
Disabled Persons
The company policy is to consider applications from disabled
persons for those vacancies that they are able to fill. All
necessary assistance with initial training is given. Arrangements
are made, whenever possible, for retraining employees who
become disabled, to enable them to perform work identified as
appropriate to their aptitudes and abilities.
Results and Dividend
The results for the year are set out on page 11. No dividend is
permitted for the parent company and the whole of the retained
profit will be taken to reserves.
Share Capital
The company is limited by guarantee.
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Fixed Assets
Movements in fixed assets are shown in the notes to the financial
statements.
Directors and their Interests
The directors who served during the year are listed below.
The re-appointment of directors will be in accordance with the
company’s memorandum and articles of association and the
decision of the Group Board.
Board of Directors
A. Murray - Chairman
K. J. Briggs - Finance Director and Company Secretary
(appointed 26 September 2014)
B. V. Evans
P. Hill
(appointed 23 July 2014)
J. Lane
(resigned 5 March 2014)
S. James - Executive Director
P. Johnson - Deputy Chairman
P. Jones
(appointed 5 February 2014)
A. P. Lowe
C. B. Madderson - Executive Director
M. C. Marshall
C. B. Parlett
S. Robinson - Executive Director
K. Savage
(appointed 17 December 2014)
K. J. Waterman - Finance Director and Company Secretary
(resigned 31 August 2014)
Political and Charitable Donations
The group donated £300 (2013 - £101,528) for charitable
purposes. There were no political contributions.
Auditors
Kingston Smith LLP are deemed to be reappointed under
section 487(2) of the Companies Act 2006.
Corporate Governance
The Board of Directors meets six times per year to review the
state of the business and to consider future policy matters. The
directors, collectively, understand which matters are reserved
for the Board as a whole.
The Board comprises a Chairman, a Finance Director, three
Executive Directors with eight other Directors.
Directors are drawn from different disciplines so as to provide
both balanced management and critical assessment of the
Federation’s activities.
All the directors have access to the advice and services of the
company secretary.
After making enquiries, the directors have a reasonable
expectation that the Federation has adequate resources to
continue in operational existence for the foreseeable future. For
this reason, and based on the following, they continue to adopt
the going concern basis in preparing the financial statements.
The Federation is the largest trade association in the United
Kingdom supporting members of the retail motor trade from which
it receives subscriptions on an annual basis: there is no reason to
assume that this situation will alter in the foreseeable future.

REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS (CONTINUED)

The Board is responsible for the Federation’s system of internal
financial control. Its principal features include review of financial
information with senior management, monthly monitoring of
results, operations, capital expenditure and significant financing
matters of the Federation as a whole, and clearly defined levels
of authority at all times. However, it must be appreciated that any
such system can only provide reasonable rather than absolute
assurance against material misstatement of financial information
or loss.

Company law requires the Directors to prepare financial
statements for each financial year. Under that law the directors
have elected to prepare the financial statements in accordance
with United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice
(United Kingdom Accounting Standards and applicable law).
Under company law the directors must not approve the financial
statements unless they are satisfied that they give a true and fair
view of the state of affairs of the group and of the company and
of the profit and loss of the group for that period.

The company’s auditors, Kingston Smith LLP, have reviewed the
above statement, in accordance with Auditing Practices Board
guidance.

In preparing these financial statements, the Directors are
required to:
- select suitable accounting policies and then apply them
consistently;
- make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and
prudent;
- prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis
unless it is inappropriate to presume that the company will
continue in business.

Remuneration Committee
The Remuneration Committee reviews and sets the remuneration
levels for executive and non-executive directors. The committee
is comprised of the following directors: Mr C Parlett, Mr P
Johnson, Mr M Marshall and Mr A Murray. In assessing the
remuneration of the directors, the committee considers the
following: performance of RMI, comparable remuneration in
similar businesses and individual performance.
Audit Committee
The Audit Committee is responsible for monitoring the integrity
of the company’s financial statements, reviewing internal
financial controls and risk management systems, making
recommendations to the Board concerning the appointment
of the Group’s external auditors (including their remuneration),
reviewing and monitoring the external auditor’s independence
and engagement of the auditors to perform non-audit work.
The committee is comprised of Mr A Murray, Mr P Jones, Mr K
Savage, Mr A Lowe and Mr B Madderson.
Nominations Committee
The key responsibilities of the Nominations Committee are making
recommendations, as appropriate, to the Board concerning
the formulation of plans for succession for both executive and
non-executive directors, the suitability of candidates for the
roles of independent directors, membership of the audit and
remuneration committees, in consultation with the chairmen of
those committees. The Nominations Committee is comprised of
Mr A Murray, Mrs B Evans, Mr P Hill and Mr P Johnson.

The Directors are responsible for keeping adequate accounting
records that are sufficient to show and explain the company’s
transactions and disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time
the financial position of the company and the group and enable
them to ensure that the financial statements comply with the
Companies Act 2006. They are also responsible for safeguarding
the assets of the company and the group and hence for taking
reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and
other irregularities.
Statement of disclosure to auditors
So far as the directors are aware, there is no relevant audit
information of which the company’s auditors are unaware.
Additionally, the directors have taken all the steps that they
ought to have taken as directors in order to make themselves
aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that the
company’s auditors are aware of that information.

Statement of Directors’ Responsibilities
The Directors are responsible for preparing the Annual Report
and the financial statements in accordance with applicable law
and regulations.

By Order of the Board

............................................
K. J. Briggs
Secretary
201 Great Portland Street
London W1W 5AB
Date:

29 April 2015
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GROUP PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT for the year ended 31st December 2014
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BALANCE SHEETS AS AT 31st December 2014
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GROUP CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE year ended 31st December 2014
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NOTES TO THE GROUP CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st December 2014
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st December 2014
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st December 2014

Deffered tax is not recognised when assets are revalued unless by the balance sheet date there is a binding
agreement to sell the revalued revalued
assets and the gain or loss expected to arise on sale has been recognised in the
financial statements. Neither is deferred tax recognised when fixed assets are sold and it is more likely than not that
a taxable gain will be rolled over, being charged to tax only if and when the replacement assets are sold.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st December 2014

Where events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of a fixed asset or goodwill may not
be recoverable an impairment review is performed. An impairment write down is recognised to the extent that the
carrying amount of the asset exceeds the higher of net realisable value and value-in-use. Estimated future cash flows
are discounted to present value using an appropriate discount rate which represents an estimate of the rate that the
market would expect on an equally risky investment.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st December 2014

The company has estimated tax losses of £10,839,984 (2013: £10,783,222) available to carry forward
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st December 2014
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st December 2014
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st December 2014
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st December 2014
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